




Hi there! Let's introduce ourselves. 
We, Monta, focus on the logistics of 
webshops. At the moment, we do this 
for more than 1.500 webshops via 
15 different warehouses across the 
Netherlands and Germany. We take care 
of the processing and shipping of millions 
of online orders. Worldwide. 

It all started in 1999: founder and CEO 
Edwin van der Ham started a packing 
company. At that time we were helping a 
large company by packing a huge amount 
of CD-ROMs. With those CD-ROMs 
people were able to go on the internet. 
Can you imagine?! That was a long time 
ago... 

The packing company from then has 
grown into a company where we focus 
entirely on the logistics of webshops. 
We're sure you understand that we’re 
happy we started "spreading the internet", 

because now the number of webshops is 
insane! 

If you want to know more about our 
history, services, possibilities, and/or 
values, please read on! 

Nice to meet you! 
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The Monta 
journey.

The beginning of Monta
Actually we were called Montapacking, 
since that was our core business: packing.  
But not anymore...

Packing, packing, packing
More and more businesses asked if we 
could help them with packing there goods. 
Some pretty big companies asked us to 
help them out. Our client base grew.

B2B logistics
Many of our clients also needed help 
with their B2B logistics. So: we added a 
service!

Fulfilment
The number of clients that were looking 
for a fulfilment partner became bigger 
and bigger. This enabled us to bundle the 
requests and thus decrease costs, which 
again attracted new clients. The number 
of warehouses grew rapidly. Woohoo!

Cloud-based software
Since 2021 Monta's unique software (the 
software we use in our own warehouses) 
is also available for webshops with own 
warehouses. 
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The 7 steps of  
MontaFulfilment

1
We connect your webshop 
checkcheck   Connections w/ marketplaces, 

 webshop-systems, ERP-systems.

checkcheck   You decide your shippers.

2
We receive your products
checkcheck   Big/small products? Both okay! 

checkcheck   FEFO/FIFO? Up to you!

checkcheck   Register expiration dates if needed. 

5
We send out your orders  
checkcheck   Many different shippers.

checkcheck   Multi-carrier solution to ensure choice

 between pick-up points and time-slots.

checkcheck  Track&Trace for you & your customers.

checkcheck  Sending worldwilde.

checkcheck  Late cut-off times and even Same Day 

 Delivery possible in some countries.

checkcheck  Warehouse- and stockload when stock 

 can be found in multiple countries.

7
You can track everything we do 
checkcheck   Always access to your Montaportal.

checkcheck   Real-time data.

checkcheck   Many customized reports available.

checkcheck   Question? Call your contact person.

6
Return process: many options  
checkcheck   We can arrange this for you.

checkcheck   You can use our RMA-system for this.

checkcheck   We can connect your webshop to a 

 3rd party that will take care of this.

3
We store your products
checkcheck   Stock advice (AI-based) 

checkcheck   Smart Stock (know your slowmovers)

4
We process your orders
checkcheck   Vouchers attached? No problem.

checkcheck   Arrange your own packing material 

 or let us do it for you.



We can connect your webshop-
system, the carriers you prefer 
and the marketplaces you 
work with to our software. 
Over here we'll show you an 
overview of all the connections 
we can make. Please note: any 
connection is possible. Our IT-
team will support this. 

Webshop systems
checkcheck  BigCommerce
checkcheck  CCV Shop
checkcheck  Lightspeed
checkcheck  Magento2
checkcheck  Prestashop
checkcheck  Shopify
checkcheck  WooCommerce
checkcheck  Plug&Pay

Marketplaces
checkcheck  Amazon
checkcheck  Bol.com
checkcheck  ChannelEngine 
      (e.g. Zalando)
checkcheck  ManoMano
checkcheck  Mirakl

ERP
checkcheck  AFAS
checkcheck  Exact Online
checkcheck  Itsperfect
checkcheck  Colect

Other
checkcheck  FTP (XML, CSV)
checkcheck  Webhook calls
checkcheck  RestAPI

Carriers
checkcheck  DHL Parcel
checkcheck  DHL Paket 
checkcheck  DHL Europlus
checkcheck  DHL Parcelconnect
checkcheck  Deutsche Post 
checkcheck  DPD
checkcheck  PostNL
checkcheck  UPS
checkcheck  Bpost
checkcheck  Budbee
checkcheck  Trunkrs
checkcheck  Packs
checkcheck  GLS
checkcheck  Asendia
checkcheck  Fedex
checkcheck  Dynalogic
checkcheck  Other

Possibilities

Personal
We make sure you'll get 
your own contact person at 
the warehouse where your 
products are stored.

Reliable
You can trust in our services. 
We guarantee a performance 
of 99,98%.

Fast & Flexible 
Live with Monta's fulfilment 
within one week!
We think along in your needs 
and wishes.
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GERMANY

BELGIUM

This is where we're located:
Monta Molenaarsgraaf BV
Polderweg-Oost 19
2973 AN Molenaarsgraaf
The Netherlands

Please reach out to:
Mike Kersbergen
Salesmanager Monta
mike@monta.nl
+31682091704

Prices
Prices depend on the number and 
type of products and your needs 
and wishes. Please get in touch; we 
can create an offer within 1 day and 
show you how we can be of help to 
you. Focus on your growth; choose 
Monta! 

Categories
Which products can we receive?
Almost anything really! We help 
customers with a very diverse 
range of products. We have a lot 
of experience with fulfilment for all 
these different product categories. 
Especially products that can be 
appointed to: Food / Electronics / 
Fashion / Sport / Deco / Cosmetics / 
Toys / Health.

Whether it is small or XXL products. 
Or products that do require special 
needs. We are happy to help you!

Scan to findScan to find
our 15 locationsour 15 locations
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